Primary curriculum Map 2017-18

Our Christian Values this term are:

Autumn Term-our topics this term are Romans and
Materials
Maths

Securing x tables knowledge. Number – securing all 4 operations.
Place Value – Read, write and order numbers to 1,000,000. 3D Shapes . Fractions and Decimals

English

2-3 x weekly comprehension and grammar, Daily spelling 10 minutes, Accelerated reader programme Weekly big
write, looking at biographies of famous people. Writing our own biography about Boudicca, Queen of the Celts who
fought the Romans.
Information texts- how to make a Roman road.

*This is a general guide to the Maths and English skills being taught in this year group. The St John and St Francis curriculum is flexible and
designed to both support and challenge.

Christian Values
Friendship
Kindness

The learning themes this term
are Romans and Materials.
Look at and study Roman Gods
and religions. How does this
relate to their own values?
What do we regard as
materials? How can this relate
to materialistic values and how
does this impact on our
Friendships and Kindness?

Promoting spirituality
What is an ambition? What is a
goal? How do short ambitions
and goals help us to reach more
long term goals- what might
these be for us?

Language
Science

We will be learning about
the properties of various
different materials and how
these link to their uses.
Exploring how various,
different materials can be
separated, and looking at
reversible and irreversible
changes.

French -recapping previous
knowledge such as
numbers, colours, days of
the week and months of
the year.
Also learning new
vocabulary allowing the
children to talk about
themselves.

ICT

Esafety
Creating power points
Programming using LOGO

Learning beyond the classroom

PE

Cognitive skills and creative
skills.
Team building and problem
solving.
Balance and team games.
Swimming

History
Romans- learning about how the
legacy of the Romans still
affects us today. What did they
do for us?
What role did the Roman army
play?
Who and what were the Roman
Gods?
The Roman army- formation,
uniform and armour.
Roman inventions.

Music

Singing Roman songs and
playing Roman
instruments.
Learning how music can set
the scene and create an
atmosphere.
Creating music to set the
scene for a Roman battle.

ART/DT

Designing and making
Roman mosaics.
Designing and making
Roman shields.
Designing and making The
Colosseum from clay.

RE
Creation and incarnation.
The Christian value of
friendship- what this means
and why friendship is
important.
Writing and presenting our own
prayers.

Building a Roman fort outside.
Learn about and discuss Roman
games and how they
entertained themselves.
Roman shield formations- how
were these important to the
Roman army?

Well Being
Cognitive understanding.
Promoting cognitive and
creative skills across all
subjects.
Importance of rest/relaxation
and sleep which leads to
healthy minds and bodies. Link
between a healthy body and a
healthy mind explored.

Wider community
Community assemblies:
parents and family invite in to
watch and find out what we
have been doing.
Visits and performances of
the Christmas services at the
local Salvation army.
Harvest festival at St Francis
church.

PSHE

Ambitions and goals for the
new school year.
Growth mindset – the
importance of making
mistakes and how we learn
from them.
Friendships- what makes a
good and lasting
friendship?

Christian Values
Friendship- What is Friendship?
Why is it important to us?
Why do we need friends? What
can we do for our friends?
Kindness- connection made to
friendship and exploring the role
that kindness plays in ensuring
that we keep our friends.
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Christian Values
Forgiveness
Perseverance

Spring Term- our topics this term are Rivers and Space
The learning themes are
Rivers and Space.

Maths

Mental Multiplication and Division. Factors, Multiples and Prime Numbers
Perimeter, Area and Volume. Written Multiplication and Division

English

2-3 x weekly comprehension and grammar. Daily spelling 10 minutes Accelerated reader programme. Weekly big
write. Book focus- Kensuke’s Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo. Looking at descriptive and adventurous writing.
Looking at the Genre of science fiction and fantasy.
Poetry- haikus and tankas.

*This is a general guide to the Maths and English skills being taught in this year group. The St John and St Francis curriculum is flexible and
designed to both support and challenge.

Children will develop an
understanding of their place in
the universe and learn about the
different planets in the solar
system.
We will look at gravity and how
this affects our lives. We’ll look
at astronomers of the past, like
Ptolemy, who persevered to get
their ideas recognised in the
face of skepticism.
We’ll look at rivers and their
importance to export and trade
links.

Promoting spirituality
Identifying what makes a good
choice and how we can continue
to display this both inside and
outside the classroom.
Science

Space and earth.
The solar system.
Why we have day, night
and the seasons.
Phases of the moon.
Learning about gravity and
magnetism.

Language

French
Vocabulary for various
fruits , vegetables and
foods.
How to ask for them in a
restaurant.

ICT

E-safety– internet
searching Multimedia

Learning beyond the
classroom

RE

Possible visit to @Bristol to
visit the Planetarium linked to
our Space and Materials topics.

People of God linking to
Judaism and Exodus.
Salvation.
Christian Values =
Perseverance and
Forgiveness.
Easter Story.

ART/DT

Landscape portraits using
rivers and water colours.
Looking at how to create
portrait landscapes linking
to desert islands and our
English focus, Kensuke’s
Kingdom.

PE

A focus on social skills and
personal skills. Children to
develop their agility,
balance and co-ordination
and developing the
fundamentals for a lifelong
love of physical activity.

Geography

Creating music to sound like
weather and rivers.

Geographical terms –
latitude, longitude,
climate zones and
equator.
Identifying these on
the map

Body percussion- making the
sound of a storm using our own
bodies.

Rivers and their
features- looking at
rivers around the world.

Music

Well Being
Discussing how a positive
choice can affect our future
and social experience.
What should/could we do if
and when we make the wrong
choice?
How can this be put right?

Wider community
Trip to the library to engage
with and develop a love for
reading and to promote the use
of this amazing local and free
resource.

PSHE

Good choices –
What makes a good choice
and what we can do if we
make the wrong choice.

Christian Values
Forgiveness- Who do we forgive
and why? What happens to us if
we find it difficult to forgive?
Perseverance- why do we need
this? Link made to Ptolemy who
persevered when everyone else
thought he was mad.
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Summer Term- our topics this term are Anglo Saxons and
animals including Humans- lifecycles
Maths

Percentages. Angle and Shape. Problem Solving through Measure
Problem Solving using knowledge. Reading and Interpreting

English

2-3 x weekly comprehension and grammar. Daily spelling 10 minutes Accelerated reader programme. Weekly
big write. Beowulf – narrative Newspaper Reports – Beowulf’s story
Persuasive Writing – Letters to Hrothgar linked to Beowulf
Poetry – Metaphors and Word Play. Film Narrative – Clocktower and Powerless

Christian Values
Peace
Thankfulness

The learning themes this term
are Anglo Saxons and Animals
including Humans- life cycles.
Children will improve their
understanding of the events in
history that unfolded after the
Romans- this will link to some
geography and outdoor learning.
Life-cycles- the circle of life.
What does this mean and how
does it link to the journey of
life?

*This is a general guide to the Maths and English skills being taught in this year group. The St John and St Francis curriculum is flexible and
designed to both support and challenge.

Promoting spirituality
Animals/plants/humans –we are
all wonderfully unique
individuals- link made to
genetics in science.
Science

Lifecycles- plants and
flowers- their structure
and how they
reproduce.
Lifecycles - mammals,
amphibians reptiles,
birds and insects.

Language

ICT

FrenchAnimals, toys and games.

E-saftey
Programming using Scratch

How can we, as humans, be
peaceful and show thankfulness
for what we have?

Parts of the body.
Conversational language.
Learning beyond the
classroom

RE

Gospel linking to Islamic
Charities.
Moving on and journeys.
Christian Values = Peace
and Thankfulness.
Faith through art.

Trip to Escot park- an AngloSaxon living history day.
Children experience life as an
Anglo-Saxon for the day.
ART/DT

Anglo-saxon settlements
Botanical paintings

Outdoor learning- weaving,
planting. Wattle and dorb
walls- how were these made
during Anglo-Saxon days?

Making brooches

PE

Health and fitness- skill of
coordination.
Personal skills of agility.

Wattle and daub -outdoor
learning.

Well Being
Health, fitness and sports
week.
What can we do to ensure that
our diet and our bodies stay
healthy? What activities can we
do that will help?

PSHE
Music

Change in our lives and
how to deal with it.

Drumming and creating
patterns.

Transitions- moving on.

Wider community
Sports day- parents and
families invited in to watch

Learning how to copy an
repeat various different
sound patterns.

Police visit to promote E-safety

History

The settlement of Anglo
Saxons and identifying
Anglo Saxon Kingdoms.
Greeks– sporting events
and how they spent their
free time .

Christian Values
Peace- Reflecting on the the
Christian values that we have
talked about during the year
and thinking about the impact
they have on our peacefulness.
Thankfulness- Discussing and
sharing what we have to be
thankful for in the world.

